
Previously healthy gorilla dies of multiple organ failure following covid vaccination

Description

Martha the gorilla, who lived at the Gladys Porter Zoo in Brownsville, Tex., recently died after getting
“vaccinated” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19).

According to reports, Martha was perfectly healthy before getting the shot. Afterwards, however, she
quickly developed “multiple organ failure” and died unexpectedly on April 19.

A Western Lowland Gorilla who had recently given birth, Martha was a very happy and very healthy
creature before her immune system was corrupted by the Fauci Flu shot she was given. The following
video shows Martha playing with and loving her baby.

Last July, Gladys Porter Zoo announced plans to jab all of its animals for covid. Martha was no
exception, and now she is no more because of the zoo’s failure to identify covid shots as a
depopulation scam.

“How dangerous was Covid to animals in Gladys Porter Zoo?” asked Igor Chudov on his Substack.
“Not very dangerous. No animal ever contracted COVID, according to the zoo.”

“So now we have a beautiful and thriving gorilla mommy dead for what exact reason? And her cubs are
now orphans … The zoo, of course, is not confessing. But everything is painfully obvious.”

Young mother also died from “multiple organ failure” following
Moderna jab; media says shot didn’t cause it

Humans were never the only target of the globalists when it came to the plandemic extermination
agenda. Animals and even plants were also slated for eradication under the plan.
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Martha’s tragic demise will certainly not be the last within the animal kingdom, especially ifbrainwashed
zookeepers continue to embrace covid hysteria while buying into the governmentnarrative pushing the
shots.

Gladys Porter Zoo senior veterinarian Dr. Tom deMaar told the local media that upon necropsy, Martha
was determined to have suffered “multiple organ abnormalities which, in turn, created a life-ending
cascade.”

“The cascade began with fibrosing heart disease, which led to renal failure,” he added, making no
mention whatsoever about the injections that Martha had previously received.

A similar situation occurred with 39-year-old Kassidi Kurill, a previously healthy single mom who “died
of multiple organ failure” following injections with the Moderna shot.

In that case, the jab was mentioned by the media, but specifically in the context of it supposedly not
being responsible for Kurill’s death.

“Of course, the newspaper said, Kassidi ‘did not die from the jab,’” Chudov writes. “Yeah, she died
from organ failure. Not the jab. Just as gorilla Martha, who also ‘suddenly died from multiple organ
failure.’ Right. It was unrelated,” he added.

“Loving moms Martha (a gorilla) and Kassidi Kurill (a human) did NOT have to die. Whose lives did
they save, exactly? Everyone is having Covid so it is not like Martha and Kassidi stopped anything.”

Someone who reads Chudov’s Substack wrote that her own dad died the same way as Martha and
Kurill. She waited in the hospital with him for six days hoping for a positive outcome that never came.

“… the doctors kept coming in over the days to tell me what else was failing inside of him,” this person
wrote. “It was a rollercoaster nightmare week.”

“Sickens me to death that no one will ever admit it was the vaccine that did it! If they do, they’ll likely
start talking about risk vs. reward, like it’s an acceptable loss. Like they do about Martha and Kassidi.
I’m furious.”

Another wrote sarcastically that zoo animals also need to be protected against other human ailments
such as French fries, cars, gun violence and mountain biking accidents.

“Just inject them with as much stuff as you can and don’t ask questions,” this person added.

 

Sources for this article include:

IgorChudov.substack.com

NaturalNews.com

by: Ethan Huff
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